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I. INTEOBUCTIOH 
In the statistic-.®! analysis of (Quantitative data tih® observed valueis, 
Xj» , X^» are assumed to hav® a joint probability density 
function 
f (Xj ,  x^ j  i j ,  ( i )  
where the functional form,- f, i® known and the O's are parameters 
which may or may not fee known.. 
Statistical theory provides procedurei for estimating the parameters 
and for testing the hypothesis that the dath follow a more specialized 
probability density function 
..., ®|. •.. * %), (2) 
where fj is some member or subgroup of, the family f. These pro­
cedures give estimates and tests which are "best" to, some sense. 
It often happens, however, that there Is reason to doubt the appropri­
ateness of the specifications in fl) .and When such doubt arises it 
is not uncommon that an attempt is made t© resolve .the uncertainty by 
c.onsidering the questionable assumption as a hyp.othesis to be tested. 
.Depending upon the outcome of the test, .the .specifications rema.in un­
changed. or are altered to- conform with the evidence obtained from the 
test, and techniques consistent with -the decision are used to perform 
the final analysis. 
If the test of a specification and the final analysis are performed 
on separate sets of data, the statistical inferences are perfectly valid; 
2 
but they muist be prefaced by a qmalifying phrase, such as "If the assump­
tions are correct, then .... " If, on the other hand, the test of the 
specification and the final analysis are performed on the same set of 
data, as is common, the situation becomes complex as the final infer­
ences are not statlstieally independent of the test. In this latter case 
the test of the specificalion is referred to as a preliminary test of sig­
nificance or preliminary test, 
Sibaee a preliminary test is a statistical test of a hypothesis, it is 
sxibject to errors of the first and second kinds, and these errors introduce 
disturbances into the statistical inferences based on the final analysis 
of the data. The disturbances may result in biased estimates .and a loss 
of efficiency as regards estimation, or they may cause shifts in the size 
and power of a test of a hypothesis. Since the motivation for the use of j 
a preliminary test is often the intuitive feeling that an increase in effi- j 
ciency or power may result, it is advisable to determine whether or not! 
such a gain may, in fact, be achieved. .IJespite the fact that the effects 
of preliminary testing have been studied in only a few special cases, 
many examples of the use of such tests in a wide variety of applications 
may be found in the literature of Statistics. 
to the first detailed study of the effects of preliminary tests, Bancroft 
(1) investigated the bias, variance, and mean square error of an estimate 
of a variance based on a preliminary test of the equality of two variances. 
The estimator employed was determined by the following rule of proced-ure. 
2  ^ . ,2 2 2 Given two independent estimates, S| and for rj and or^ respective-
2 2 ly, test the hypothesis "o" 'I • '2 by the F-test where the critical region 
is defined as 
3 
S? n, 
mad («) is the &% poiat ©f th« F di»tribatioa with aj aad a^, degrees 
of freedom. If the cal€aia.ted ratio falls iai© the critieal regioa, use 
2 2 S| to estimate ffj. If the rati© falls iato the acceptance region# use 
to e.tlmat. 
"1 +"2 
In this iavestigatioa it was fouad aiat the bias aad meaa square error 
depead mpoa the value of the ratio of the two variances, 
2« 
'•*1' ' 
rj 
aad that ia the eases for which these quaatlties were evaluated there is 
no value of a which mteiaaijaes the hias for all values of 
®"l 
Further, it was found that if a is choaea »® that F„ (a) » 1, the mean 
2 ^ 
sqimre error is smaller than the variaacf of Sj except for small values 
of 
^2 
r J 
but the mean sfuare error is always larger than the meaa square error of 
n,sf "f n^S? rf 
1, except for -7 - 1-
1 2 I T ,  
4 
Tim tana® coasMer^d fek© problem of the bias introduced into 
the, estimate, b|, for a regression coefficient* in the regression 
efuation, T « b^ + bjXj + h^X^, when the decifioa to retain or delete 
the indepenitent variable i» based on a test of the sigaifieance of h^. 
An easpresfioa for the bia.# was obtained. 
Baaerirft .(2) also reported ©a biase® ia estimate* of variance in 
ordinary multiple regression dme to the •deletion of ladepeadeat variables. 
Moiteller (iO) •considered a aimilar problem €onceraiag the pooling 
of iample means where the sample# are aiiumed to be iadepeadent 
random sample# from simttar normal populations with common, kaowa 
variance, and a preliminary test of the equality of the population means 
determines whether the sample mean, , or the pooled estimate, 
4 
^
is used to estimate th& mean of the first population, la order to 
compare the efficiency of the estimate resulting from the. prelimiaary 
test procedure with that of the sample mean, , he computed a dis­
advantage coefficient, C# the ratio of the mean s-fuare deviation of the 
sometimes pool estimator to the variance; of . He showed that C 
is a function, -of the nuii.aaee parameter, 8" • (iaj - t VT <r, 
and tifeat regardless of the significance level of the preliminary test 
there is a range of values of ^ for which the '»s.ometime8 pool»* 
procedure can lead to a considerable loss' of efficiency in cases where 
a gain is anticipated. 
5 
In the analysis of variance there may he wieertalnty as to whether 
two mean s<|mre.s are homogeneotts. U they <lo> in fact,, -estimate the 
same variance, it is d«siraM© to pool th#m in order to obtain 'the best 
e«timat® of variance, the common practice is to test for homogeneity 
of the variance estimates and if the test is non-significant at a speci* 
fied level to use the pooled estimate as tiM> denominator of the F-test 
ol the major hypothesis, to the event that this preliminary test is sig­
nificant, the appropriate mean »«|uare, as indicated by the esipected 
mean squares in the analysis, is used as the denominator without 
recourse to pooling, 
The effects of ^i» type of preliminary test on the size and power 
of the analysis of variance test of the major hypothesis have been studied 
independently by Faull (11) and Bechhofer P|. Faull considered a 
components of variance model, while Bechhofer was concerned with a 
more- general class of problems} those which can be represented as a 
test of a general line-ar hypothesis in canoaaical form. Both of these 
investigations indicate that when no information regarding the nuisance 
parameters is available there is little justification for using the prelim­
inary test. The advantages thai might be gained if the nuisance 
parameters were small are outweighed by th® disturbances that could 
result if these parameters are intermediate in value. 
Kilagawa (9) derived fee distribution jfaaction a»d 'the moments for 
the estteator obtained from the rule of procedure studied by Bancroft 
in .the variance estimation problem} and also derived the distribution 
and moments for a pooled estimiate of a mean based on a preliminary 
6 
teat when -tit® variance is imlm-own. 
The work of Mosteller and Mitagawa was. escteaded by Bennett (4) to 
eases where preliminary te»t® are performed for both homogeneity of 
variance# .and et^mality of means prior to estimating the mean or teeting 
hypolhe.ses aboni 'Ihe me.an.. He derived the dl#tributioa functions, 
the biases, and the mean square errors for different situations depend­
ing upon what eould be assumed known regarding the parameters of the 
asS'OC'iated nornaal distributions, lacluded in this study was the^ power 
function for the t-test of the equality of means subsequent to an F-test 
for homogeneity of variance. 
•All preliminary test®, ttie spe«sial emm which have been investi­
gated and the many o.thers whieh are eoauaion practice, 'have certain 
characteristics .in common. A statistic.,. T, is evaluated using the 
data at hand. ;'!£ T is not significamt at the preassigned significance 
level a, that is, if T falls into the region,of acceptance, a pooled 
.statistic, K|, ii use-d tO' estimate the parameter or is employed ia 
testing a .hypothesis about tihe pa.rameter. If T is significant, that i», 
if T falls into the region of rejection, the "never po.ol''' statistic, K^, 
is used as the estimator or is used ia testtag the hypo-thesis. In any 
event, the o^nly information derived from T is that it does or does, not 
fall into the region of rejection. It would appear that if more of the 
information contained in the value of T were to be utilized, it should f, I • 
be possible to exert more control over the disturbances inherent in ^ 
prelimina.ry testing than is possible by merely shift.iag the level of 
significance of the preliminary test. 
7 
It Is tine purpose of this iavestlgatioa to formulate a geneJfaliasei 
pooling procedure, whleh lncted«s th,® "sometimes pool'* procedxire 
based on the preliminary test as a $pe«ji»l e«se» and to investigate the 
operatii^, characteristics of this procedure when it is utilized in a 
particular class of problems. The first problem selected for study 
Is the one considered by Mosteller, that of pooling sample means. This 
particular problem was selected because ^ it is one of the least complex; 
it was felt that the implications would be more easily understood here 
than in a more compleic situation, and lUmt c.onsiderable insight into the 
poolteg problem; could be gained by examination of an elementary prob­
lem, The reaults obtained are generalised to include a larger class 
of estimation problems. 
8 
n. A GEMEEALIZEB POOLING PROCEDUEE 
A. The Problem 
L«fe Xj, .. ., Xj^ be a random aampl© with, joiat probability density 
fmction 
f (X | t  • . ,»  X^i  Qj»  02*  •  *  •  
wlier# tii« fanctimial form is known, §j and wnknown parameters, 
and &e last k-Z S's are parameters whose values may or may not be 
m m 
known. Let ©j and-©^ be the uswal estimators for ©j and ©2 a« provided 
by statistical theory. These estimators are best in some sense. 
If we know that ©^ » ©^ we can pool the information about -Oj contained 
«lib A 
in both ©J and ©^ and u»e a function, g(©j, ©^i* estimate ©j^. Such a 
procedure wUl. ta general, yield eettoator. which are better than Oj 
according to the same or different criteria of goo-dness. 
When we do not know whether or not «j . O^, we may .tUl feel that 
a better estimator for Oj may be found by «llHaln« any Information *0j 
may provide concerning the value of ©| , 
B. Eule of Procedure 
Let T be the statistic which the theory Indicates will provide the best 
test of the hypothesis * Sg against tt*e alternative hypothesis 
Ha * »i ^ »2 • 
9 
Using 'the sample iata, evalmte T. 
To eitlmate 9| yis® tke Imction 
W(T) « 0m ©1 + /T - 0CT|7 g|ip ig). 
A iik 
where 0(TJ is a fimction of T only, and ©g) is She pooled estimator 
a.»t 1. used when it 1. known that 0, • Oj, 
If 0(T^ is defined as 
0(X) - a , T , 
0m « 1 . 
where A^ and are the acceptance and rejection regions for the test of 
H^; Qj « 'W'ith prohaMlity of type I error equal to a» then W(T) becomes 
the estimator based on the ordinary preliminary test of significance. 
Thus the prelim.inary test procedure is aapecial case of the rule of 
procedure outlined above, 
C. A Cfiterion 
In order to determine whether or not the estimator W{T)' has any 
advantages over the estimator 0p it is neC'etsary to select a criterion 
on which we can baie our judgments. It t« readily apparent that W(T) 
will, in general, provide biased estimate! of -Oi while in many cases 
will give unbiased estimates, if we insist on unbiasedness, the 
A 
problem is solved for we will always use 0| imless it is known that 
©1 *-©2. The criterion which we shall use is the mean square deviation, 
2 D , from the true^ parameter value, 0|, the smaller value being 
associated with the better estimator. 
10 
III. FOOLim SAMPLE MEAN$» A SPECIAL CASE 
A. The FjpoWeaa 
1. Statemeafe @i the pr&hl^m 
•Given two indepenieiit random samples of si*e a, oae from each of 
meaas aad respectively, aa estimate of |js,| is ohtaiaed from the 
sample meaas, 3?^ aad toy followiag the rule of procedure stated 
ia Sectioa II, The meaa sqmre deviatioa of this estimator is compared 
with that of the estimator hased oa the prelimiaary test of the hypothesis 
of equal popiilatioa meaas. The biases of these estimators are also 
compared. 
2, Eule of procedure 
For testing the hypothesis that |jij « appropriate statistic is 
the staadard aormal deviate 
two aoraaal populatioas which 'have the same kaowa variaace, r 
(1) 
which has expectatioa \ 
To estimate 
11 
where i$ a ftmctiou of t only. 
If we define 0(t) as 
0(t) « 0 whea » 
» I when \ t \7' , 
preliminary test. 
where P( W|t) reduces to the estimator based on th® 
B, Derivation of the Mean i^uare Deviation 
and the Bias 
1. Th® .naean sfuare deviation of 
The estimator, W(t) defined in (3) may also be written as 
JT, + I, 
wm« a I ' ' 
or, if a « r ^  , as 
W { t )  *  2 "•• * 
Since 0{t) is a function of t only and I and 4- are independent­
ly distributed,, the mean square deviation of W(t) i» 
Dw( y ) • E [(W(t) - ^ij)^ . 5 E ^Xi+ ^ E 
+ I E [Xj+X^ E [l0(t^ - Hi E [X,+«^ - a Hi E [t»(t)^ + ti\ . 
Substituting for the expectations in the right hand na,®mber, 
12 
. IH '  n\ . 0-' 
-m 
m 
- r f i  '  ^^2 mmMU'Vm* 
00 
1 -y^/2 
where N^y^ » —— e 
\/T!t 
Further simplification yields 
2a. 
I + t0^t| 
-'] 
• m 
Z ^ 
Mft-y jd t  
J 
(4) 
2. The bias of 
The ®xp««tatiom of W { t }  is 
CO 
[w(t)j. ^  E + x^l + 5 \ i0(t)N(t- y)dt. 
- 00 
m 
. >*1 •""2^ a 
«  — 2 — * 2  t0(t)H(t- Vldt. 
m 
90 that the bias, fjtj - E £^(t£7 is 
B ()t') 
* ^ v/S 
t0(t)N(t-V)dt. 
J 
m 
(5) 
13 
C. A W®iglitiiig Fim<Stion. 0^Ct) 
Fox a given valme of tfe# mmn aqmre deviation of W( ^ can be 
escpressed as 
^ [l + ^ 
where 0 is a function of . If 1« minimized with respect to 0 
s  [»-« ' -« ]  ^  
and 
» '*  TT-f^  
P is that function of V which, wl»n substituted for 0 in D , provides 
1 
the minimum value of D , This is seen be a minim\im since 
dV 
TP 
J ? (1 + K ) > 0 
0«0« 
Since }f is generally unknown and since t is an unbiased estimator 
for V , it was decided to estimate 0* by 
14 
D.- Evaltaafcion ol the Mtaaa S<jti»r© Deviation 
Z 
E [w(t) - when 0(t) a 0^(t) 
If 0„(t) is substifcmted for 0(t), the mefn square deviation of W(t) 0 
becomes 
o V. 
- GO 
Making use of the fact that 
IT" ^ ' 732" l+t" 1-ft 
the integral Can be written as 
00 
Hi) 
1+t 
N( t -V)d t  
|t V) - —--2 
l+t 
M{t - V)dt, 
- 00 
K V) 
C30 
r 
J 
- CO 
1 + r <uti^ 
N{t 'V)dt. 
CO 00 
i {  V )  «  1  -  2  " X ^  m { t  - V  } d t  +  
I +1' 
- oo 03 
(i+?V 
N(t- t 
15 
The first integral ol (7) may be integrated by parts. 
Let; 
u * 
1 + t 1 
1 « t dwt * "' ""'""'w ""^"" dt, 
(l+tl^ 
V « -  N ( t  - V ) ,  d v « - V  m ( t .  V ) d t .  
then 
00 
- 00 
0l> 
00 r 
N(t-V }dt « [- -i-y- N(t- ^ Jl + Id— N(t- V), dt 
1-ft^ i+t^ J  ( i n Y  
- 00 
•00 
1 t 
(l+tl^ 
Substituting into (7), 
00 
« V » « 1 - 2 
00 
rr ( i n l  
N(fc- )dt + 3 
- 00 - 00 
^ ' H A H(t- )i )dt. 
(Utl^ 
or 
00 00 
I( V ) « I + 3 
i+t' 
Nit- V ^dt - 5 
( l+ t  )  
00 
This can be expressed symbolically as 
I( V ) « 1 + 3 H(V) - 5 G(^ ). (8) 
The integral H( ) was evaluated using a method given in a paper 
by Zemansky (13), 
u 
Since 
00 
M / y  I  1  /  
» / e dt, 
vw J -777-
-OS 
00 2 
- i s ^ / z  f  '  
m ^. . I e COS i y t dt, 
-00 
c» 2 
/r- - ^C^/2 / .1^ 
H( ^ » /-- @ / e cos I y t dt. 
y ^ y —~2 
1 + 
00 
.2. 1 /  -a+t i t t  
2 * / ® dtt, 
1 + t 
o 
CO m 
„ , V ,  / r  f  - n  f  - ' ^ ( l + » )  
H ( ) J ) y _  e  J  e ' ^ i ^  J  „  2  c o a i j T t  d t .  
or 
V ? ® X 2 
72 r -U+ 2||^2ur 
® du . H{ t  ) e / 
o yi+11 
Let u + » y , 1 
I du s 2ydy, ,th,«ii 
17 
M{ Y) «\/"T e 
2 
• |y a. ) 
e dy. 
V) fe l/T" 
I 
/X 
^2^ I ® 
2 00 
e y S 
/2n 
1 
y/X 
a*0 2%^'^n! 
dy. 
A translormafcion, 
a » 
y 
transforms H{ } into. 
dz » ^ , 
SIT 
-XI 
00 
H( Y ) « e  ^ ) e X f l L l  ^-5— dz, 
n.O V^j 2°n.. 
00 
a«0 
- )('2/2 n 
a: X i K 
where 
00 1 
I r '• 
A * e 
n 
U 
1 
X 
e •(!«, 
_2a 
A„ « e o 
1 
2 
00 „2 
"X 
J 
1 
da. 
18 
Tfei® evalwtion of the integrals a = 1» 2» 3,..., may be ac­
complished by means of a irectwBtoa foTisaula. 
Let 
u * 
" X 
du « - sse da, 
then 
V * 
(2n-i).a} "STT 
* ® 
n 
I 
1 
tt e 
J" 
dv » 
SPT 
I 
1 
^ 1 
e^ I 
STI - srr 
"ZBT da, 
m CO 
X 
1 
X 
^2n.l) 
.dz 
TISTIf 
dB 
"" ^n-lj 
The integral A^ was evaluated to eight significant figures using tables 
of the cum.ulativ© normal distribution funttioa 0). 
00 
1 
« VTtt e N(y)dy « .6S5679S1, 
To evaluate the ®econd integral in the right hand member of 
CO 
1 
equation (3) 
a( V) 
{ u n  XT 
- 00 
If 
we first sliow -tliat 
2G( Yl » SH V) + Vl. 
where 
S'( ^ ^ y 
* TTt 1+t 
mt' 
J' C Y } M(fc-
J 
- 00-
m 
J'lY) ®*y integrated by parts ai follows: 
Let 
u 
1+t 
dtt l-t' 
( u n  TT" •Hit 
dt, 
then 
V « -N(t. ^ ) 
J*( Y) - • y .  
I4t^ 
dv « (t- )H(t- ^;')dt, 
CO  ^
*  J  I i x l v  
-00 -0S» * 
or 
00 
j«{ Y ) « 1 M(t- /)dt. 
(i+ti 
-m 
Now, 
00 
H( ) I 
-m 
l+t 
N{t -yHfc ,  
20 
thus 
r 
J 
-00 
i-t 
i+t' 
N(t- t )dt 
00 
• Z N(t- Y )ilt , 
•00 
I'C 2G| Y) » 
as was to be shown. 
Tlie integral H( Y) has th® series solniioB (9)» and we now show 
that Jr') »ay b# evaluated in terms of Mi ) and its derivatives 
with respect to . Let 
00 
r 
j( t ) 
i+t 
N{t- m. 
J 
-00 
00' 
H( i)  
<J 
<*€30 
i+t 
H(t- )dt. 
00 
Ht(Y) » \ ^ 
J in^ 
-oo 
Zl 
m 
Ht 
-00 
tken 
j ( ) (  r«  wi + 
and 
m 
3 H i ) ^  J ^  g  1  - / j c V ?  -  H (  ^  ) .  
-'GO 
SO tfeat 
2Gi>( ) « J'(V ) "J- H(V ) » 1 - -Jf ). 
How, , 
T  m  ^ I n  A  
H( « e S ^^ 
n*Q nl2*^ 
so tlmt , 5 
J 
T GO y2a- l  A 
- aH{^)  + e  S  -9  -3—.  ,  
n»l {n'l)iZ^'^ 
. i t -
M & )  * W ( ^  }  e  S ^a-hl , 
» - -y- 2ll ^ 
s -i . (10) 
^ a«0 al a" 
Substituting the expressions (9) an4 flO) toto (8), 
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I( « 1 + 3e 5 S ™ 
a«0 2r at • 
1 -  ^f yX.! jr ® 
a«0 2*^ nl 
and algebraic eiiaplifieati©!* gives 
-2 
-C 
« IF GO .^ 2l» 
I C Y ) « - 2 ^ e  S  X -
n*Q 2^«! 
+ 2.5 
Because the bracket in Ibe last tetm e©ntain® it was decided 
tbat, in order to simplify the nwaaerlcal evaluation of I( Y), a different 
form would be more desirable. 
2a A 
m t Y )  « 1 - y^e " r ^ ^+1 
4 
nsaO 2® al 
» @ 
« y2a 00 2|n 4l]i y 
= TT, -1.0 Tfn— 
2(n+l) 
n+l 
ii«0 2 n'. (a+1)' 
y2 
Vr 
ss e 1 + £ 
<x> w2ii. c» - 2n. 
_ V 2n y A, 
n»l 2V. ii*l ^ 
'n 
2G( Y) m& 
4 00 y 2n 
n»l 2 al 
Tben, since « 1 - (2a-l)Aj^ 
-4 
G(V)  s i^  
00 ^Zn 
1 "4" ]S« I'V. 1 * S 
n«l n 
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Using this last extras®ioa iastead of (10) and steiplifyiiig* the 
integiral i( Y) becomes 
K If ) « I + e 
•X 00 y&l 
. 2 .S - f 3A „ - l ^  S  L ( 5 ,5A „ -2 .5A^  , )  
° «.l 2°n! " 
The mean aqmare deviation in terms of powers of V is. 
( ^) * fS" j2 + © 
^2 
' - J  m \/2n 
• 2. S + 3A^ + S 
® a «l 2**n i
(5.5A„-2.5A„ 7j 
n n^i j i  
(") 
2, E[w( t ) -m]  for  the  "somet imes  pool* '  p rocedt i re ,  SP( t )  
Mosteller (10) foimd the mean square deviation of SP(t) to be 
2 *• ' " 
°.P 
i 
2 f 5 ( 
J 
N(y)dy 
-t 00 
N(y)dy + N(y)dyl , (12) 
-00 t - y tt 
where Frob ( |t| > t ) « a. 
M 
£. Evaluation of the Bias 
1. The Was of W„{t) © 
The bias of W(t) is given by the equation 
00 
-00 
The bias, ), of Wit) is obtained by substituting 0_(t) for 0{t). 
o o 
This giv«8 
"o VS / l+t 
m 
.3  
"00 
Making use of the fact that 
- jL  .t t 
t+? i+t^ 
the bias of W |t) is 
00 00 
I tN(t-y)dt + ^  ( -i-j N(t-iTldt, 
o vSa / j l+t 
-00 -00 
JL— N{t-V)dt. 
1+t^ 
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By defiaifcion, see Eqttation (2), 
'"'•"•"•'I'" ™ "'"S%' y 
audi 
m 
VM 
-Xy- M(t. Y)dt, 
i+t^ 
«»0d 
so tliat 
.y! 
®w * ^  
m 
*2" 00 2n . 
s y 
n.0 2^ 
(13) 
2. Til® bias of SP(t) 
set 
To find the bias of tbe "sometimes pool" pyocedur#, SP(t), we 
0(t) « 0 if Itl^t^ . 
0(t) « 1 if \t\^t^ . 
where t is the tt/l percentage point of the standard normal distribu-
cn 
tion.. In this case the bias is 
®gp( * " ^2 «* 2 
r' 
tuft - y)dt + 
00 
r 
tm|t-y)dt 
•00 
J 
f^l " ^ 2 r 
jr-
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r 
(«!4 y ijkajdk + 
c30 
r 
Bsp( if) . 
J 
-00 
1 -
(z+ }r)n(a)dz 
/ + 
•i  V/IS 
-t .)r 
'a 
i - y 
a 
r 
s z' N(«)d» + M(t^+V) . ) (14) 
- t .  y  
F, E«s«l6s 
i. tables and graphs 
The meajEi square deviafcioa of the weighted estimator, W^{t), is 
y 2 ^ 6 1 op y6r -
— { 24 e  3A„-2 .S+ E {5.SA„-2.5A„ ,) 
T» ^ r 00 \y2ii 
L  ^ a* I 2"ii». 
The aumerleal values of (V) were calculated for V equal to 
i « l , 2  1 1 ,  
2 
and are tabulated ia coluina 2 of Table 1 ia units of «r /n. Tables of 
the exponential funetioa (5) were used to eiraluate 
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2 TaMe 1. Mean sfuaTe deviatloas ill mits of «r • /» asd, 
©ffieieacies r«la|ive t# Jfj ©f aad 
13^  cVi 
o 
m{Y) r.e.(s 
0,0 0.734 0 1.363 0.732 1.366 
0.5 0. 780 2 1.282 0.849 1.178 
1.0 0.s92 4 1.121 1.118 0.895 
1.5 i. ©a 5 0.9sf 1.362 0.734 
2.0 1.091 7 0.917 1.394 0. 717 
2.5 1.113 9 o.sfi 1.363 0. 734 
3.0 1.122 11 0.891 1.218 0.821 
3.5 1.107 13 0.903 1.099 0.910 
4.0 1.0s9 16 0.919 1.035 0.967 
•4.5 1.072 19 0.933 1.010 0.991 
5.0 1.059 23 0,944 1.002 0.998 
as 
" "t 
« 
In calculating D^jV) for a particular valu0 of V . a .ufflclent 
-4 
o 
number ©f terms in tbe series. 
m e 
Zli •» 
a«l 2 »t 
wber« 
® 5, 5a "" ie» 1 $ n n n** 
wa» tAken so tl»t tke remainder, in «very would be less than 
, OOOS. The niimber of terms reqwired, V)l, for each V for which 
:(V) was evaluated, was found empirically and i« shown in column 3 
of Table I. 
The.fourth eoltmcm of Table I gives the efficiency of W^(t) relative 
to 3tj for the corresponding value of ^ , The relative efficiency is 
o 
The m®9.n square deviation* of the »'sometimes pool" 
estimator, SP{t}, is 
d|pi"l^) =^_f|z+ 
t,-y 
+  ( l - V ^  r  K ( y ) d y l  .  
-'a- ^  
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This quantity, wi'feh 6^ « 1.6, was evaluated for the range of V given 
1 
above and is recorded in units of «r /a ia column 5 of Table 1. The 
ermcal value, - 1. 6, «a. selected » thai W„(t) and SP(l) v-ould 
have very nearly the same efficiency for Y equal to aero. The 
corresponding relative efficiency, 
Z 
a,.e.pp.) » 
nd|p(y) 
is presented in the sixth column ©f Table I. These calculations were 
performed with the aid of tables of ordinates ^and areas of the normal 
distribution function (§). 
m Figure 1 the relative efficiencies of the two procedures under con­
sideration are plotted as functions of V . Since the curves are symmetri­
cal with respect to V , only the positive half of the V axis is shown. 
To illustrate the effect of sample sia« on the efficiency of W^(t), 
the efficiency of W^(t) relative to is plotted in Figure 2 as a function 
of j |Xj - fJtgl for sample sizes n « 2,8,50, 2©0. The variance in each 
case is equal to- one. 
Figure 3 shows the efficiency ©f W^^t) relative to J?| as a function 
of \ ixj - I for * 25, 100, 225 with c^slant sample siae, n « 50. 
The bias of the weighted estimator, 
w2 
"" 2jbia 
B {V} « —^ e S ^ 
% V"H n«l 2®n! 
was evaluated for 
0> 
•>4 
e f f i c i e n c ^ r e l a t i _ y e  t o  t | _  
'{£> O — Kj OJ 
-1^ 
& t 
3 m 
o 
n 
<5 
m 
P. 
t?3 
i 
o 
s* 
m h-
n cs 
$°~ 
^ : :  
n h 
w fl, 
i-" k 
ft* 
s 
t fo 
ro 
OJ 
EFFICIENCY_RELATI  VE TO X |  
io b — K) 
tsi os un tu 
o 
ro 
• o 
00 
o 
ro 
EFFICIENCY RELATJ_VE TO X i  _  
io b — K) OJ 4^ 
9* 
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y«l^, i«1,2,.,., 11. 
la mits of «f/|^ n and is retcorded in colmmn 2 of Table 2. For eaeh 
a sufficient nrnmber of teraas of tke seriei 
<» • k.. 
a«0 2® n! 
were taken fto that the remainder would be less than . 0005< The 
number of terms required, r{ V). fot^ each value of ^ for which the 
bias was evaluated, was determined empirically and is shown in column 
3 of Table 2. Values of e" ^ were obtained from tables of the ex­
ponential function (5). 
The bias of the »•*sometimes pool" estimator. 
* vik 
y + n(t^+v) - n<t^-y) X r  #'wr"* i ilS. I 
was evaluated for t^ « I. 4 and for the same range of V as for (VJ* 
• o 
These values are given in units of r/V n in column 4 of Table 2. They 
were c.alculated using tables of ordinates and areas of normal distribu­
tion fmction ^8). 
Figure 4 shows the biases of the .two procedures as functions of V . 
The curves are given for only positive values of ^since 
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Table 2, Biases of W^{t) and SPCt) in units of r/|/la 
x jvi t iY) 
© 
0.0 0.000 0 0.000 
o.§ 0.116 3 0.176 
1.0 0. 204 4 0. 284 
l.S 0. 250 6 0. 293 
2.0 0.258 8 0. 227 
2.5 0. 244 11 0. 137 
3.0 0. 219 13 0.066 
3.5 0.1% 1? 0.025 
4.0 0.174 19 0.007 
4.5 0.156 22 0.002 
5.0 0.139 26 0.000 
m 
o ifi o 
CVJ — — 
JL^'/X) dO iiNn Ni svia 
n-
- to 
ko 
P 
ro 
(VJ 
ft 
w 
n 
n flj 
'is 
m 1} 
va 
s  
m 
u 
01) 
m 
o 
o 
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(-y) « - (1^) . 
sf^ 
.2, , Compaurlson ©f ike effieleBCi^s of W^(t) imd SF(fe) 
A comparison of the relative efficiencies of W^ft) and SP{t) 
t&biiis.t«d in Tabl® I and plotted in Figmr© I indicates that; (i) the 
maacimiiaa possible loss of efficiency is smaller for W^Ct) than for 
.SF-(t), the values ©f the maximmn. losses b#^ .11 or 11 percent 
and . E8 or 2i percent respectively} (li| the largest value of W 1 for 
which the efficiency is not less than one is greater for W^(t) than 
for SF(t)» 1.4 for . S for SFCt){ (iii) for \i\ greater than 3.4, 
approximately^ the efficiency of SP(tJ is greater than that of W^{t). 
3. Effect of sample siase and variance on the efficiency of W^(t) 
Let § be defined as the largest value of ) |ij - snch that for 
all |.y.j • 1^2!- ^ relative efficiency of W^{t) is greater than or 
equal to on®. ^ will be referred to as ttie effective difference. 
The effect of increasing sample si«e, holding the variance con­
stant, on the effective difference is clearly shown by the curves of 
Figure 2. For n equal, to eight the effective difference is approxi­
mately . 7, but when n « 100 the effective difference is reduced to 
about .IS. The larger the- sample siae the smaller the effective 
difference. 
Fifore 3 skowa. that for a fixed sample size, n » 50- for the curves 
shown* the effective differeace increase# a« the variance increases; 
1. 4 for a 25, hnt » 4. 3 for • 225. 
4. Comparison of the biases of W^(t| and SF(I) 
A comparison of the biases of VAt) and SFftI as tabulated in 
Table 2 and plotted in Figure 4 show# that? |t| the absolmte value of 
the masdmum bias is le#« for WJt) than for SF(t}; (iij for I y I leas 
•q 
than or e^ual to approximately 1. S the abeolnte value of the bias is 
smaller for W^(t) than for SPCt)j (iiij for I iTI greater than 1.8 the 
absolute value of the bias is smaller for ftF^t) than for W^|t). 
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IV. OTMEE CASES OF POOLING MEAMS 
A. Diffefeiil Known Variances 
i. Statement ol the problem 
lit the example of Section III it was assumed that e^mal sized 
samples were selected from two normal populationi with a common 
knowi variance. Based on'these assumptions a rule of procedure 
was set forth for pooling the sample means to form an estimator for 
the mean, of one of the populations, Tim mean sqiiare deviation 
of the resulting estimator was derived and used as a basis for com­
paring various estimators of fij. This section considers the pooling 
of sample means from normal populations when the variances of the 
means are known but not equal. A rule of procedure is given below 
and the mean square deviation of the resulting estimator is derived. 
2.. Rule of procedure 
Let Xj be the mean of a random sample taken from a normal 
population such, that Xj 1. normally dl.trtbuted wUk mean pxj and 
variance Vj, and let Jtg be the mean ol a random sample from a 
second normal population such that .Xg is normally distributed with 
mean ®>nd variance V^, where V| and V^ are known. Under these 
39 
assumptionis «ua appropriate statistic for testing the hypothesis that 
SA| * li.^ is the normal deviate 
vtttt-, 
which ha« expeetatioB 
(15} 
H 
vrpptg 
To estimate |Xj use 
w{t} « 0tty ij + 
where 0(t) is a fimetioii of t only. 
+  v j x ,  
f • 0{t)J y '"• 
(16) 
(17) 
3. Derivation of the mean square deviation of W(t| 
Eewrite W(t) as 
w(t) s i ^ ^  ^ ^  + 
^wprri vvptj 
The mean sqmre deviation of W(t) is 
d^( y) * e v^xj + vixj i0<t)vi V, + V, I ' l  
or 
40 
^yifi 0 ) « e i —y '• '^ "y 
1 V j  +  r .  m [t0m] 
^ 2 
2V, 
vt^ttj-
m 
vj + v^ - 2|ij e 
v^xi + vix^ 
v , +  v 2  
E [t#(t)] . 
Substituting the expected values and Kiaklag use of the fact that 
t and (Vg^j + VjXg) / tVj + ^2^ aye iiid«p®ftdent, 
2 
2 if ) a + 
-rpft—j - 2|i 
vl ^  ^1^2 
?! + ^2 
" vjw: 
<30 OD /" 
•go 
Tpnr  ^ t0{t)N{t- )S )dt 
*00 
2jx,v 1" 1 
^^2 
-00 
t0(t)N(t- }()it . 
Algebraic simplification yields 
°w< if' 
00 
t^0(t)N(t- iT)dt 
- oa 
00 
2v^ 
t0{tmit-jrht 
-c30 
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or. siaee 
^2 , vf 
m 
»2 /^ 
t4* i '^  \ am i2j xo j 1 (5 j • tjwg * fprj * jdt 
-go 
m 
1 0 
-<so 
Facfcorlag fcfee riglit feami meuaber, 
°w' • vp^ 
0® 
[60ttj - ^ ] n(t-y )dt / , 
-00 
or 
09 
1 + 
^2 
1 + \  I [m - !fj ht/. 
-00 
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of 
B. Some Sp#cl«l Ca««»s 
t . Equal population vagjances, diffegeat smmple states 
het Xj_ a»d ^2 meaai ©f ia,dep®iideat random samples 
.Ue n, and r..p.ctw.ly from Ivro normal population, with 
2 4 common known variance, r , and mean® |ij and variance 
of X*! is 
>• 2 
_2 »• 
.A— '' ' 9 
X, "1 
and the variance of is 
2 
If these variances are substituted in Equation (18| above^the mean square 
deviation of W(tJ is 
.2 r n-, / _ 2 
• n-psj- r + nf I ['«'> -*] >«' (19) 
2. Bifferent population variances, equal sample sisees 
I£ and Xg are based on equal sample sisses, n| » n^ * n, and 
m 
2 
2 2 if the variances of the populations concerned are ff| and then 
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and 
"2 
r 
n(l+ ) 
1 + 
*"2 
- if] M{t- jr)dt I . (20) 
J 
-0© 
3. Difley®n£ popnlation variances, different sample sizes 
If is the mean of a sample of siae n| selected from a normal 
population Witt moan ixj and variance .rf. and if i.  the mean of 
a' sample of siae selected from a normal population with mean (4,2 
2 
and variance 
2 
2 o'l r « a, f I 
2 h r 9 
**2 
and 
n, 1 + ®2®'l I 
J 
1 + y 
«1 |^ 
00 
r 
[t0(t)-y]%t-jddt/. (21) 
•00 
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€. jtesmlts 
The mean square deviation of W(t;|, Efwatioa (18), In addition to 
being ft function of the nttisance parametepr, H , is also a ftmction of 
the ratio, of the varianee®. of the sample means. Ik order to 
investigate the effect of tnean square deviation obtained 
Let y J, be that finite value of IJCj smeh that, for H the 
-00 
1» equal to one. to general, y, will have a diflerent nunierioal value 
for each different function 0(t). If 0(t) is defined to be 
'o<" • ^  • 
then is approximately equal to 1.45. This figure was determined 
empirically. If 120 is less than the integral, E{ Jj'), will be less 
than on®. If |ifl is greater than one* iC( ^ M® greater than one, except 
for |}^|« 00 which makes Ki Y It ef«al to one. 
If Equation (18) is rewritten as 
in Section III for the special case, Vj/Vg ® is 
for comparison. 
integral 
00 
45 
It is  readily seen that when th« ratio, Vj/V^ 
ail I K I < the mean square deviation will be greater than that of 
the special ease, Vj/Vg * 1, and (2) for all | 1 ^ the mean 
square deviation will be less than when Vj/Vg * !• ^ 
greater than onej (I) for all |y| < the mean square deviation 
is less than when Vj/Vg « I, and {2) for all 1^1 the mean 
square deviation is greater than for ^i/V^ ® 
The ratio is less than one whan 
• J 2 2 a (I) n, > and .Tj . . ,r . 
b 2 (ii) Hj « n^ * n and » 
(iii) n^O"! < ^ 
and is greater than one when 
2 12 ti) n| < n^ and r| ® ®^2 ® 
(U| a, . . n and . 
2 2 (iii) n^o-i > nj®-^ . 
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V. POOLING MOEMAi, OE HEAR NOEMAL ESTIMATOES 
A, •Hormnlly Bisttihnted Estimators 
In Section# 111 and IV th.® generailEed pooling procedure of Section II 
was considered in connection witk pooling sample means from normal 
distributions. This procedure will offer fee same advantages over 
the preliminary testing procednr® when pooling other normally dis-
trlbuted esttamtor.. Let Sj Md b. two unblaBed. normally and 
independently di*tributed estimators for the parameters ^ and 0^ 
re.peclively. Let the variance of «,be the variance of 9jbe 
2 2 2 0-2. and let and be known. Then, if there is reason to believe 
that the difference between 6, and Oj i. •mall or e^^al to zero, a 
pooled estimator for -Q-j is obtained from the weighting procedure. 
To estimate use 
Wit.Sj.Oj) .0(t)3j+[l -  0(1)] (22) 
where 0<t) is a function of t only and 
41 
is a normal deviate with variance equal to one. The expectation of 
t is 
«•> «•<» 
. - ®2 
1 
vf + 9% 
* A. -«k 
The mean tqimre deviation of W{t, Qj. ^2^ same as that 
for the case of pooling sample means with different known variances, 
that is. 
^ \ ^  ^  ,  - 2 
T7ZT i '®^2 
m 
r 
itj + fltg 
[ t i i t ^ - i r ]  n ( t - } ^ ) d t  (23) 
-co 
If the efficiency of W(t, #j, 6^ | 1# plotted aa a fvtnction of V when 
rj m (Tg, and when 0Ct) « t^/fl-f 1^) , the figure obtained is identical 
with the curve im Figure 1 which shows the efficiency of W^(t) relative 
to aa an estimator of }ij. 
The expected value of W(t, §|. ©2 
E [w(t. 0j.«2^]*® 
r Zjt -I 
'2®i+ 'i'z 
'1 + "2 V . 2 iti t r-1 
r - - 1 *^2®! * ®"1 ®2 
E [w(t,®i»®2)J« •-—2' 2—'— ^ 
ri 4- r2 
00 
v~i~2 
r, f r. 
t0Ct)N(t- )dt. 
-GO 
The bias oi Wit,&^,Qg ) as an. es.timator for ftj ia 
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- e [ w ( t ,  i j ,  i g ) ]  ,  
\/„2 , I l 
(24) 
B. Approxisamtely Normal Estimators 
In tii@ practical applicationi of Statistics it sometimes happens 
that tine estimators have sampling <Jlstril>mtio»s whicli are not known 
but wMch can be asstimed to be approximately normal for sufficiently 
large sample siaes. In other cases the• distribution of the estimator 
is known but is so very complex that it is cumbersome to deal with 
in practical work. &i some of these cases a transformation is used 
which yields a new variables which is approximately normally dis­
tributed for sufficiently large samples. A third situation of interest 
is one which occurs when an estimator is transformed so as to make 
the variance of the new variable independent of the parameter to be 
estimated. Some traaasformed variables of this type are approximate­
ly normally distributed, tn. any of the aforementioned cases, if two 
independent estimators are available and if pooling of the estimators 
is considered, the generalised pooling procedure is applicable and, 
if the approximation to a normal. distrib«tion is good, the formulas 
which have been derived for the mean square deviation and the bias 
should bevapproximately equal to the true wean square deviation and 
49 
bias of the pooled estimator. Examples of variables which are approxi-> 
mately normally distribnted may be fotand in most teacts on statistical 
methods or the theory of statistics. Hald (7J, in the index of his book 
on statistical theory, lists normal approsdmations for the following: 
chi»square, coefficient of variation, estimate of r in truncated dis­
tributions, mean, ntimber of runs, mean s<|uare successive differ­
ence, relative frefuency, standard deviation, "student's" distribution, 
transformed correlation coefficient, transformed relative frequency, 
and variance. 
A pooling procedure is not of interest in all of these cases, nor 
is the approximation equally good for all ^ases. One of these approxi­
mations, the transformed correlation coelficient, is considered in 
some detaU in Section VIII. 
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VI. WEIGHTinG FUNCTIONS 
If the rule of procedmre of Sectioa V l« 6© be used for pooling two 
indspendent normal e.timatora. ij and Oj. ta order to estimate the 
parameter @j, the weighting function, 0(t)« must first be selected. 
The choice of 0(t) will be restricted-to the class of single valued 
functions of t which are continuous except on a set of measure aero, 
which exist for all t, and which satisfy the conditions 
{i^ 0 ^ ^ 1 , for all t. 
lii) 0{-tJ « 0(t) . 
The class of functions so defined will be referred to as the admissible 
Class of weighting functions. 
The choice of a weighting function shoiild be based on some criterion 
by means of which the relative merits of various alternative functions 
may be assessed. A poasible criterion is txnbiasedness} that is, if a 
function 0,Jt) exists such that, for all ^ the expected value of 
11. 
^1 ^ 
is equal to Qj, then 0^(t) is an xmblased weighting function. 
• .A second desirable property is uniformly minimum variance about Oj. 
If 0y{t) is a weighting function such that for all JT the mean square devia­
tion of (t) is less than or equal t© the mean square deviation of 
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W0,(fc), where 0'(t) Is aay other aimissibl# weightiag function, and if 
\/ ' the inequality holds for some range of o , then 0y(t) is a uniformly 
minimum variance weighting function. It will be shown that among 
the class of admissible functions the only unbiased weighting function 
is 0{t) * 1. It will also be shown that there does not exist, among the 
class of admissible functions, a uniformly minimum, variance weight­
ing function. 
A third criterion which may be^ pfopo»ed is one which leads to the 
choice of the weighting function which yield® an. estimator whose effi­
ciency i« greatest when averaged, in some aense, for all values of . 
One such measure of overall efficiency is the .area between the curves 
correftponding to the mean square deviation of W(t) and to the variance 
4lk 
of the never pool estimator . Th® area is 
oa-
(25) 
•00 
and the best weighting function, according to this criterion, is the one 
' 
for which the integral, I, is a m.aseimum. • It will be shown that the 
a 
function which mascimiases the integral is #(t| « 1, for which W(t) * Oj, 
Theorem Is Among the class of admissible weig.hting functions the 
only unbiased weighting function is 0(t) * I. 
Proof! The bias of W(t) as an estimator Of 0j Is, from equation (24), 
§2 
00 
Bw"' '  •  ,  ^  [x - f  ' 'WW- if)<"] 
n  + ' 2  
-GO 
Since ^ 
00 
» E( t}  « fcM{t- i' )dt. 
-00 
fch© bias is also given by 
<x> 
rf 
Bw< '  ['-»(')]  W- Vldt .  
n + '2 j 
-00 
If a function 0(t) escitts aucli thmt "i)  •  Q lor all y , it must satisfy 
the eondition that 
00 
t [i.0ct)j M^t-V)<it«o. 
-00 
or that 
O 00 
t  [l-0(t)J N(t-yHt + j  t [l-0<t)] N(t- y)dt » 0 , 
-GO O 
or, if t is replaced by -t in the first Integral, 
m go 
I  t [i.0(-t)] H(t+y)dt + j  t  [l-0(t)] N(t-y)dt 8 0. 
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If 0(tj is an admiasibl® weigkting fmic^on it satisfies the condition that 
0(-t) * 0|£). Therefore the condition that 0(t) must satisfy, if it is to 
give an unbiased estimator when ^ 0» is 
For any Talue of V not equal to aero and for 0 < t < oo, the factor 
is either greater than asero for all t or less than ssero for all t depending 
upon whether Jf is a positive or negative faantity. It follows that the 
integral can be efual to aero when iT is not equal to aero if and only if 
0(t^ is identically equal to one# as was to be proved. 
Theorem Z: Among the class of admissible weighting functions* that 
one which maximises the integral 
is 0(t) « 1. 
Proof; From Eqxmtion (23), the mean square deviation of W(t) is 
o 
i» 
2 00 
the variance of 6j is 
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so tihat the ixitegraX, X, is 
00 m 
, 4 I a . •.» .y-
«"! «"2 
1 - d)( , 
-00 
or 
-go 
m m 
I « 
"J . -2" 
"m -oo 
Integrating with r«®|»«'efc to , 
00 
I « -
1J7U f j  +r2 
[i-0m] dt 
-qo 
The integrand is always positive imless 0tt) • I. The integral is there­
fore .always negative eiecept for 0(t) « 1. Thms the m.a3Eiiiwim value for 
the integral, I, is equal to zero and this znasiimum is attained if and 
only if 0^t} « I. 
Theorem 3; Among the class of admisslhle weighting functions there 
exists no function 0„^t) such that 
© 0  u m  .  
for all and for any other admissible function 0Mt). 
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Proof; As a eonseqweBce of Theorem 2, the maximum value of the 
integral, 
is equal to aero. Therefore there is no weighting function such that 
A 
the mean square deviation of W(t) is lest than the variance of 6^ for 
all , for if such a function did exist the integral, i, would be positive. 
This implies that for every admlsaitole function not equal to one almost 
everywhere there is some range of for which the mean square devia-
a 
tion of wet) must be greater than the variance of ©j . Furthermore, 
0<t) as 1 is not a uniformly minimum variance weighting function for 
when is equal to «ero the variance of the "always pool" estimator. 
In the example of Section HI a weighting function 
was used because t is an unbiased estimator for ^, amd because the 
is 
^ ^ " "ff 
14- ^  
2 
sr. 
S6 
minimmn mean square deviation of W(t) for a given value of Y is ob­
tained when 
for all t. This is also true when pooling.normal estimators with differ­
ent known variances. In addition to satisfying tibe restrictions on the 
class of admissible weighting funetloas, is a monotone increasing 
function of 111 . The monotone property seems intuitively to be a 
desirable one. 
The function does not involve parameters which can be varied 
to study the effects of changing the shape of the curve associated with 
the weighting function on the mean square deviation of W{t>. For this 
reason a two-parameter family of weighting functions is introduced in 
Section VH and the effects of varying the parameters are investigated. 
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VII. A TWO-PAEAMETER FAMIJLY OF WEIGHTING 
FUNCTIONS 
A. The Family Sefiaed 
A two-paraaiet«r family of weighting functions ia defined by 
The restrictiona on a andb are necessary lo insure thAt 
0 6: 0(t;a»b) ^ 1, 
for all t, 
B. The Mean Square Deviation 
Returning to the special case of Section III, pooling sample means 
with known common variance and etimal sample sises* the estimator 
for iJ.-j obtained by using 0(fc|a,.b) is 
(26} 
where a and b are parameters sneh that 
(i) 0 -^.a -fel, 
(ii) b ^ 0 . 
w^(t) a ? + 0(tja.b) 
and the mean square deviation of is 
S8 
00 
1 + if(t. Ym \ , ] 
or, substltotiag from Efimlioa 
®fb<^ - e [ 1 ^ 
io 
rr-
J 
-00 
-t(l - )1 N(t J n(t-y)dt^.  
Rearrasiging th.« Integrwid, tk« integral, 
00 
g«y) y- t + ate 'ht* hct-vht. 
-00 
becomes 
00 
Q{Y} » \ it'Yf mt' . 2a 
00 
r 
n(t-
-00 J 
-00 
00 
+ a 
-00 
Tli« s-ecoad integral of Eqiaatloa (27) I* 
00 
r 
00 
J 
-00 
(t- M<t- ^j'jdt » [ 
v 2 tt 
4 
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^ J mr 
g^iv) 
-00 
oa 
/ 
-00 
(t- Yn 
\/rTr 
G^{ Y) m e 
«  V / 3  2 i  h y m ^ 
(t-  Yn e -ip^ 
i/ftt 
-00 
eo
/ 
dt:. 
The traasfoafmatlon, 
y « vwr it - atj+i ) ' dy a \/1E+T dt. 
leads to 
h Y ^  m  
mr ^ 
Yi« 
\/Trr 7 
-00 
i 
y (l*2b| Jfy 2b X 
^ (5+1)^ (2i»+1) 
2 
57t 
-
x 
e dy. 
^2^^^" ;;^'r,.3/2 1 ^ '  S ? r  (2fo+l) 
h r 
(28) 
The third Integral of £(|uation (27J is integrated in a similar manner. 
4(i-y)^-at^ 
00 
r" 
v'l^ 
dt, 
J 
-00 
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g  ( y ) «  j _  3 
Usiag the transformatioa. 
dt. 
-€©• 
X «\/35Tr (t - ;|g^- )» dx 3s\/^+l' dt, 
the integral becomes 
v2tf 
g,(  n  
2b 
'mr 
00 
^ _x 
(4b+l)^^^ (4b+l)^ (4b+l)^^^ 
4 dy. 
(4b+n^^^ 
+ 4L1 ]' 
2b 
"istt' (29) 
Combinizig the results shown in Equations (28) and (29) with Equation 
(27), the mean square deviation of W^j^(t) Is 
(2b7lp^ [• -
b 
"tot 
(4b+l) 172 [1 + 
zb ^ ^  -v 
(30) 
c. eesulta 
1. tables 
The mean sftiare deviatioa ©f is recorded is Table 3 for 
variOttt combinations of a aad b,. for value# of from zero to six 
ia step® of oae-half, aad for I e^wal to seven. • The entries ia the 
table are in mits of w /n. The efficieacy of relative to , 
as an estimator for |ij is given in Table^ 4, for the' same values of 
and for the same combinations of a and'b'as the mean square devia­
tion. The calculations were made with 'the aid of tables of the 
exponential function (5). • • 
2, Effects of varying'b when a is held constant 
If the parameter a is specified as being efual to some value greater 
than sero but not greater than one, and If the parameter b is then 
allowed to assume different values, b > 0, it is possible to study the 
effect of the selection <>f b on the efficiejftcy of the estimator 
In Figure 5 the relative efficieacy curves are plotted as functions of 
|y| for a « 1.00 and b » 1.00, . 50, .25, . 10. These curves reveal 
that decreasing b when a is constant has the following effects: (I) the 
efficiency when 1*1 is equal to isero is increased, (2| the maximum 
possible loss of efficieacy i® tocreased, • and {3| the range of 1*1 for 
which large losses of efficiency may be sustained is increased without 
a corresponding increase in the effective difference. 
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2 Table 3. file meaii sfuajp# deviation ol » mits of o* /n 
r 
a « I. 00 
li « l.OO 
a * 1.00 
h* .50 
a « 1.00 
b « .25 
a « 1.00 
b # . 10 
a » . 65 
b * . 10 
a • .42 
b « . 10 
0.0 .852 .743 . 732 .541 .633 .734 
o,s .940 .805 .708 .629 .681 .761 
1.0 .990 .954 .899 .865 .810 .834 
1.5 1.072 1.105 1. 120 1.176 .985 .935 
2.0 1.101 1.190 I. 288 1.476 1.160 1.040 
2.5 1.0S4 1.195 1.360 1.694 1.298 1.127 
3.0 1.051 1.150 1.345 1.799 1.379 1.185 
3, 5 1.024 I. 093 1.277 1.797 1.402 1. 210 
4.0 1,010 1.048 1.191 1.716 1.378 1.208 
4.5 1.003 1.022 1.120 1.593 1.327 1.186 
5.0 1.001 1.008 1.066 1.460 1. 263 1.154 
5.5 1.000 1.002 1.034 1.338 1.199 1.119 
6.0 1.000 1.001 1.015 1.236 1.143 1.088 
7.0 1.000 1.000 1.002 1.102 1.064 1.040 
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T&bie 4. Effieieacy of relative to 
US a « 1. & » I. GG a » 1. a® 
0.0 1.173 1,346 1. 
O.S 1.064 1.242 I, 
1.0 1.010 1.048 1. 
l.S ,933 .905 • 
2.0 .908 .841 • 
2.S ,922 .837 . 
3.0 .951 ,870 • 
3.5 .976 .915 • 
4.0 .990 .954 • 
4.S .997 .979 * 
5.0 .999 .992 • 
5.5 1.000 ,998 • 
6.0 1.000 ,999 • 
7.0 1.000 1,000 • 
1.848 1,580 1, 363 
1,589 1.469 1.315 
1.156 1,234 1.199 
.850 1.015 1.069 
.678 ,862 .962 
.590 . 771 ,887 
. 556 . 725 .844 
.556 .713 .826 
.523 .726 .828 
.628 .754 .843 
.685 .792 ,866 
. 747 .834 .893 
.809 .875 .919 
.907 .940 .961 
SSI 
41 a 
112 
B9Z 
77$ 
735 
743 
783 
83i 
892 
938 
968 
985 
998 
E F F I C I E N C Y  R E L A T I V E  T O  X i  
S. &i varying m wh,e» h Is held gonstaiit 
la ©rder t© oli»«rv« th® «ff#€ts of varying the parameter a, it was 
3a«ce«sary to select a valtte for h and thfn to asstga various values to 
a. Th« curves of Figurd 4 are the effiejencles of relative to 
Sj^, a» functions of / V/ for h * .  10 and for a » 1.00, . 4S, , 42. 
These curves show that decreasiag a whea fe is feeld coastaat; (I) de­
creases the efficiency at) V/ « 0, (2) decreases the mmtimuea possible 
loss of efliciency, |3) shortens the range of I YI for which a large 
loss of efficiency occurs, and (4) faicreates the effective difference. 
4. Comparison of the efficiencies ol W^(t)f SP{t) 
The relative efficiencies of W^(t|, of with a * . 42 and b # .  10, 
and of SPft) with t^ « 1 . 6  are plotted as fanctions of 1 V I  in Figure 7 .  
The constants involved in the last two estimators were selected so 
that tte efficiencies of all three would be very nearly e<|ual for IVI 
efual to zero. The graph reveals the fofltwlng important facts: ^1) the 
greatest effective difference is attained with and the snoallest 
with SF(t), (2) ttie maximum loss is smallest for W^<tJ and largest for 
SPCt), and (3) the range of \Vl for which large losses occur is shortest 
for SP{t). 
To compare th«se oBtimafcor» numsricaliy ©n the basis of overall 
efficiency as defined in Section Tl, the Integral 

Era 
s H (s 
ro 
ts }-h 
n h** (S> 
0 
n M* 
% 
•Q 
-m 
rr 
% tt 
OJ 
o» 
Oi 
E F F I C I E N C Y  R E L A T I V E  T O  X |  
to o — ro 
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was evaluated for each of the three weighting functions with the follow-
iag results: 
l .€» 
w - s  i  a t . - l . 3 6 5 i  
-1.4 
0-^ 
m 
n 
t^dt 
cl+t^l^ 
* -.78S 
n 
u 
-0© 
i™ • ~ 
j» 2 Z 
dt«-.875~ 
n 
o' 
-00 
Of the three estimators under edzisideratloa, W^(tJ has the greatest 
overall efficiency in the sense ^t the area hetweem Dj|pC V) and 
©^(V) is largest for W^(t|s that is, the integral. 
is largest for W^(t|. 
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VIII. TEANSFORMEB COmmiJJLATlON COEFFICIENTS 
A. Tli« Tramsformatloa 
A« tk® dSstribufeloa •of llie lample correlation coefficient, r, based 
on a random aample of siae n from a biyariate normal distribution, 
is cumbersome to deal witb in practical work, correlation coeffi­
cient i« frequently transformed in such a maimer tliat the variance 
of the new variable is independent of the population correlation coeffi­
cient, p, TMs leads to the variable 
^ «4. J?a iiE, , - I i r i I pjj 
.00 f Z f 00 * 
which, even for small samples, is normally distributed with good 
approiHiimation and which has mean 
h- 2 hp" zllnrr 
and variance 
n-3 
The transformation of r may be used to test whether two sample 
correlation coefficients differ significaatly. Let r j and rg be two 
independent sample correlation- coefficMnts from samples of si»e n^ 
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and respectively. The hypothesis to be teited Is * pg * P 
!Aj tt jjig ® ^ hypothesl® is true, 
k| - «2, 
t »^r~x-—t 
/irpi+npa 
is approximately normally distributed with' mean zero and variance one. 
B. The Pooling Procedure 
If there is reason to believe that aad pg are equal or nearly equal 
and if rj^ and r^ are to be pooled to obtain an estimator for pj which, 
it is hoped, will have a smaller variance about p| than does the "never 
pool'* statistic r|, the use of the traniformation (31) and the rule of 
proc'«(dure of Section V leads to th# estimator 
2w<" - + [l - ««] n^ L^ . b <") 
for the mean of the transformed coefficient Hj,. in terms of r j and r^., 
Z^(t) is 
^ (ng-fWt)+ . l -^rj (n^-S) [l-#|t)] p I + 
Z ^ ( t )  m  y— + by ^  ^  r rr j  '  
where 
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is approximately normally '(Mftrilittte'd witife mean 
y  ^ 1 - ^ 2  
I 1 • 1 nj-3 
and variance one. 0(t) Is a fimetlon of t only. The means are 
I, i  + pi  ,  i>i 
and 
I g ^ ^1 , 
^1 ® T=Jl * i(epni) 
1 4-10 *"2 ^2 
Jln zjsprrj • 
The bias of Z^it), as an estimator of 
if ^ 1 j^„ ^ 
^1 * x '^** inrj: '  
can be shown to be eqwal to 
n, - 3 
B ^ i  2f. p|) « /|n,jt3)|ii'^+a2-6) '^'i ^ ^ t0wn(t-ir ht] - pi 
1 
-00 
The bias is composed of two parts. The first term is the bias which 
results from pooling whon ..eond term .ri.«. from the bla. 
of as an estimator for ^ j. In the pooling procedure no attempt to 
correct for the former will be made. In practical applications of 
pooling transformed correlation coefficieats it is customary to attempt 
a correction for the bias in the pooled estimate for pj by solving for r 
in the equation 
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wh.« 1. a flr.t approxiimHoH tor r oblaiMd irom th. .olution of 
Followtog the proc^edur® ^mtliawsd abeve for •eorrectlag for bias, the 
pooled estimate fo* is obtaintd fram Z^(t) by solving for l..^(t) 
in th® «(|uatloii 
where R| is a first approaiimation reswlttog from the solution of the 
equation. 
e. Exaaaples 
'i^edeeor (12, p. 151) gives the eorrelations between gain in 
weight and amount of feed eaten for two lots of pigs. The data (Table 
7.4 in Snedecor) are reprodmeed in part in Table 5. 
Substituting the values from the table» 
1 1 + r _ „ 
J -^n x-ti " ^  • 
1 0 ^ 
2 r- »^(t) • ''w''' ziHpir-' 
1 0 2 i'n . Z^W . 
j ^ 1. 333 - . 633 _ 
vtsrr 
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TaWe S, Two corjfel&tloas of gain with le«d 
eaten, aiaoaag iwiae 
Lot Pigs la hot T m l/|a-3^ 
1 5 .170 L333 .500 
2 12 .fSO .433 . i l l  
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Let 
t i t)  ^4 lwli ,  .  .445. 
1 + t"^ 
then, from Equation (32), 
Z^(t) « {.445)(1. 333) + (.§5S) 
Z^(t) * .593 -}- .422 * 1.015 , 
and 
^ _ g2.03 j  ^ ^ 
e j «  •z:m iritf * • • 
e + i 
Then, using the first approximation, is fotmd by solving the 
equation 
^ Jtn ^^4^ * * *919 . 
The estimate for p| obtained by using (Jie weighting procedure is 
^l .s3s ,  5 234 
«w • ^.M8, -
e + * 
if the "sometimes pool" procedure based on the test of the hypothesis 
that !Ji,| « jijj is used, and if the critical region is taken to be |t| > 1.6, 
the hypothesis is accepted, since t » . 895, and 0(t) o. The estimate 
for [ji| is 
(a,-31a, + (n»-3)&« 
The first approximation to Rgp is 
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axid Z is 
. 76 " • 
Tlie pooled estimate for pj is 
^1.36 ,  
*SP- ,1 .36 -7 " 
The difference betweea the two estimates for p| arrived at by using 
the weighting procedure and the prelinatoary testing procedure can be 
es^lained as follows, la the weighting procedure if t is not aero full 
weight is never given to the »»always pool" statistic. The weighting 
procedure implies that, though t is not significant, the difference 
between ^and pg may be small but it is sot necessarily sero. Even 
.o, .om. of the Information eonUHMd to may b. u..d to aid in 
estimating py In the prelimimiry testing' procedure a aon-significant 
t l.ad. to accpUng th. hypothe.i. that - P <»« «>• "always pool" 
estimator is used to estimate the common value, p. Thus, even though 
r| is based on less than half of the number of observations used to find 
rgt sufficient weight is given to r| in the weighting procedure so that 
is closer to r j than is ®.gp» which is based on a weighted mean 
of the as's. 
If the approsimation it good the mean square deviations and biases 
of Z^(t) and Zgp(l) may bo compared by raforring to Ev>atloa. (23) and 
|24)' and Figtires 1 and 4. 
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IX. DISCtrSSIOH 
A eompftrison of the efficleracies of th® e»tincui.t©ir W^(t) for }ij 
based on th« weighting procedmre and the estimator SP(t) for 
re stilting from the preliminary testing froeedure was presented in 
Table 1 and in Figure 1 lor the case of pooling the means of samples 
from normal populations when ttw means have a known common vari­
ance. This comparison indieates that the generalised pooling procedure, 
in this case« is effective in reducing the sise of the mascimum disturb­
ance which may occur when the "sometimes pool" procedure is used 
and there is no a priori information available concerning the size of 
the nuisance parameter» ^ . For valties of |y| greater than approxi-
mately 3. 2,W^(t) is less efficient than SF(t) but the overall efficiency 
of WJt) was shown. Section VII, to be greater than that of SP(t). 
Furthermore, the effective difference of W^it) is appreciably greater 
than that of SP!(t). The equations derived in Sections IV and V for 
the mean Sfuare deviations of W(t| in Qm general case of normally 
distributed estimators with different known variances and in the 
various cases of pooling means with different known variances show 
that in these cases the weighting procedure offers the same advan­
tages over the preliminary testing procedure as outlined above for 
the special case. 
The biases of the# two procedures were compared in Table 2 and 
Figure 4. This comparison is not favorable to W^(t) for, although 
7? 
the bias of slightly lusss than that of SF|t) for small values 
of 1 I , the bias of SP(t) approaches iseto much more rapidly than 
the bias of W^Ct). However, it is felt timt the mean sqmre deviation, 
or the efficiency calculated from the mean sfuare deviation, is a 
better measure of the relative merits of the two estimators since it 
is the variance about the true eaqpected value of the estimator plus 
the square of the bias. 
In Section VI it was shown that ther« was no uniformly minimum 
variance weighting function and that no admissible weighting function 
.xcept m . 1 would yleJd an mibia.ed ..timate tor Si- The choice 
of a weighting function might be based cm one of the following criteria: 
(1) Select a weighting function which will provide a large effective 
difference. 
(2) Choose a weighting fimction which will provide a small maxi­
mum loss of efficiency. 
Select a weighting function which will provide a large overall 
efficiency. 
(4} Select a weighting function such that there will be a large gain 
in efficiency if JT is e^ml to aero. 
The results obtained from the investigation of the effects of vary­
ing the parameters of the two-parameter family of weighttog func­
tions were presented in Tables 4 and 5 'and Figures 5, 6, and 7. 
These results show that, (l| increasing the efficiency at » 0 in­
creases the maximum possible loss of efficiency, and (2) increasing 
the effective difference results in a loss of overall efficiency. The 
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statement (2) can be verified by considering t3m following examples: 
(1) If a « i. §0 and b » ..50 the effective difference is, from Figure 5, 
about 1.1, "rb® overall effieienty, a» d»fia®d ia Section VI, is 
-. 443 r Vn. 
|2) If a ss . 6 and b * . 2S tbe effective differenc® is approximately 
1.4. TIms overall efficiency is 4S1 r^/n. 
•(3| If a « . 42 and b « . 10 tbe effective difference is 1.8. The over­
all efficiency i« -. 87S 
{ 4 )  If 0(t) » tbe effective differenct is apprcodnoately 1.45. 
Tbe overall efficiency ia -. 7SS w^n. 
Tbe large difference in overall efficiency between the weighting 
functions of examples {M} and {4) above T^rtien the effective differences 
are nearly the same is accounted for by the fact that for 0^(t) the 
masfeimum possible loss of efficiency i® about 10 percent le«a than that 
of 0(t5 . 6, . 2S3|. The price paid for this reduction in the maximum loss 
is the decrease in overall efficiency. It would appear that some com­
promises are necessary when a weighting function is selected. 
is realised that only a beginning has been made on 'the applica­
tions and effects of the generalised pooling procedure and that the 
problems which were considered in this tovestigati^ belong to the 
simplest class of problems to which the procedure might be applied. 
The author feels, however, tiiat the results which have been achieved 
here indicate that the procedure should be effective in controlling some 
of the disturbances which arise in other laore complex applications of 
preliminary tests of significance. He feels that the advantages claimed 
n 
for the weighting procedure in this study warrant further investiga­
tions along two lines, (1) an tevestigatie® should be made into the 
operative charaeteristics of the procedure when used in the other 
problems for which the effects of a preliminary test have been 
studied, and {2} a more rigorous examination of possible weighting 
ftinctions and rtiles for their selection should be considered* 
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X. SUMMA1,Y 
In tMs thesis a generalisted procedure lor pooling estimators was 
proposed in an attempt to redute the ixmiinitudes o£ the disturbances 
in statistical inferences which result from pooling when the decision 
to pool, or not to pool, is based on a preliminary test of signifi­
cance. It was shown that in those estimation problems where it is 
applicable the generalised procedure includes the preliminary testing 
procedure as a special case, The investigation of the effectiveness 
of the geneifalized pooling procedure in reducing 'the disturbances 
resulting from the preliminary testing procedure was confined to com­
paring the biases and mean s<|uare deviations of the estimators based 
on the two procedures when both are applied ia a particular type of 
problem. 
The first problem considered was that of pooling the means of two 
independent random samples of tiie same siae drawn from two normal 
populations which have a l»own common variance, the object being to 
obtain an estimator for the mean, of one of the populations. The 
pooled estimator may have a smaller variance about than the 
unbiased "never pool" statistic, 'Xj, the mean of the sample from'the 
population concerned. The generalised or weighting procedure 
resulted in the estimator W^(t) when the weighting function which deter­
mines the weights to be assigned to each of the sample means was taken 
to be t^/(l + t^J. The estimator SPCt) was obtained from the preliminary 
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testing proeedux'e. Tlie mean square devialions and biases were 
derived lor botti eslimatiors and the efficiency ®f each relative to Xj 
as a ftmetioa of the nuisance parameter! ^ , was calculated for 
various values of iC . It was found that if the critical region of the 
preliminary test is selected so that W^(IJ and SP<t) have the same 
efficiency when ^ is e%ual to sero the weighting procedure results 
in a siaeaWe reduction in the maximum possible loss of efficiency. 
It was found that the effective diiKerence was larger for W^(t) than 
for SP<t|. The effective difference was defined to he the largest 
value of I such that for all smaller | ^ | a gain in efficiency results. 
When the biases were compared it was found that for values of I \ 
less than approximately 1.8 the bias of W^(t| is slightly less than 
that of SF(tJ but that for larger -values of |X| the bias is smaller for 
SP{t). 
The equatims derived for the mean square deviation and bias were 
generalised to include the pooling of independent normal estimators 
with different Imown variance and, in particular, the mean square 
deviation was derived for the case of po®ling sample means when the 
variances of €he means are known but different because of unequal 
population variances, different sample siaes, or bo&. It was found 
that if the ratio of the variances ©f the means, is greater 
than one, the eflflclency will be greater than that obtained for the 
special case, * I. for all \X\ less than the effective differ - , 
ence, but for all greater than the effective difference the 
efficiency will be less than when • I-
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An class of welghlMg fttnelioas was defined and tkree 
criteria, •unbiasedness, imiformly miniisanm variances, and over­
all efficiency, were considered for selecting a '%e8t" weighting 
fitmction. Theorems were stated and proved which showed that, 
(I) the only unhiased weighting fmetion is 0(t) « 1, (2) no uniformly 
minimum variance weighting ftuaction ejelsts, and (3> the weighting 
function with the greatest overall efflcieacy is 0{t| « I which yields 
the ''"never pool" estimator, 
A two-parameter family of weighting functions was defined and 
the mean square deviation of the weighliiig procedure based on this 
family was derived. The efficiency relative to was calculated 
for various values of JT and for various values of a and b for the 
•case of equal means with hno-wn common variance. The results 
2 2 
were compared with those obtained by using 0^^t| « t /(I + t ) for 
the weightiaag function. It was found that the effective difference 
can be .increased by decreasteg b and adjusting a to give the de.sired 
efficiency when ^ is aero. This increase in effective difference, 
how,ever, was found to be accompanied by an increase in the range 
of I K| for which large losses of efflcleacy may occur. This suggests 
that in selecting a weighting function a compromise Is .required, 
The pooltof of two transformed correlation coefficients in order 
to estimate one of the population correlation coefficients was used to 
illustrate the ap-^ication of the generalliied procedure. The pooling 
procedure appropriate' to this problem w»» outlined and was illustrated 
by means of a numerical example. 
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